LEVIL – CAMERA SYSTEMS
LEVIL BOM ALL-IN-ONE AVIONICS SUITE
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The BOM (Broadcasting Outer Module)
is the first and only aerodynamic pod that
mounts under the wing of the aircraft.
All components are incorporated into
the BOM, making it a fully independent,
completely wireless, self-powered, all in one
avionics device. Avionics include WAAS
GPS, ADSB-in, AOA, Air Data (Altitude,
Airspeed), AHRS (Attitude, Directional Gyro,
Turn Coordination, rate of turn, VSI) and
outside air temperature. Once it is installed,
the BOM connect via Wi-Fi to a tablet inside
the cockpit and data can be displayed on multiple Apps thanks to its
open protocol. The BOM conforms with 14 CFR 21.8(d) as a secondary
source of information in certified aircraft.
Without ADS.................................................P/N 11-15312.......$1,535.00
With ADS......................................................P/N 11-15311.......$1,874.00

ILEVIL 3 SW
The next generation of iLevil is here! and it brings
exciting features and capabilities. This portable
tool combines the latest in GPS, AHRS, ADS-B,
and Data Recording technology to bring pilots an
affordable backup solution that is both Android
and iOS compatible. The internal GPS and AHRS
provides all the navigation information you need
to turn your tablet into a real glass panel. The
embedded dual band ADS-B receiver allows you
to monitor weather radar, METARS, etc in addition to traffic information
all at your fingertips AND without any subscription. The iLevil3 SW adds
the Data Recording feature which allows you to insert a SD Card and
record all of your flight data (position, airspeed, altitude, attitude, etc.)
and display the information on various platforms. You have to option to
preset your desired file recording format, depending on how you wish to
use the data (.gpx,.fdr, or .csv). The SW model also has a large solar
panel, outstanding ADS-B reception, enhanced GPS sensitivity and
compatibility with your favorite apps making it our most popular product
for General Aviation......................................P/N 11-14492.......$1,095.00

LEVIL ASTRO LINK ADS-B RECEIVER
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Get into the skies with one of the most reliable
wireless avionics module available in the market
today. Meet the Astro Link, an affordable portable
device that combines a state-of-the-art aviation grade AHRS technology, dual-band ADS-B
Receiver, and an internal WAAS GPS for navigation. This USA made device brings peace of mind
to every pilot by offering a progressive back-up
solution at any time. The Astro Link is capable
of driving Synthetic vision displays and provides
navigation information you need to turn your tablet into a real glass panel.
This USA made device brings peace of mind to every pilot by offering a
progressive back-up solution at any time.....P/N 11-17222..........$579.95

ILEVIL SPORT PORTABLE AHRS GPS
The Sport combines the latest in GPS and AHRS
technology to bring pilots an affordable backup solution
that is both Android and iOS compatible. The battery
lasts up to 8 hours when fully charged and the solar
panels will increase the battery life up to 12 hours
on a bright sunny day. The iLevil Sport utilizes WiFi
technology to sync as many devices as you want
simultaneously! The integrated serial port is designed
to relay information from external devices such as the
NavWorx ADS600-B ADS-B transceiver, providing
certified GPS, Weather and Traffic information to your mobile devices
on top of back-up AHRS. Take it from airplane to airplane or leave it
installed, the iLevil Sport will provide peace on mind on every flight!
Note: The iLevil Sport does not have an on-board ADS-B receiver.
P/N 11-12462..........$749.95

CRAZED PILOT CAMERA
AUDIO CABLE FOR GARMIN X/XE
Airplane Recording Cable for GARMIN VIRB X &
VIRB XE Cameras. Now you can record live ATC
and cockpit audio straight to your Garmin VIRB X
or XE camera with no problems at all!
Simply connect this cable kit to your camera, and
then to your headset 1/4” audio jack port in your
airplane. Plug your headset into the female jack of
our cable, and PRESTO everything that you hear
in your headset will be recorded to your Garmin VIRB X or XE camera.
This cable is made from quality molded plastic, and utilizes a straight
cord, allowing the cable to tuck easily into edges and out of camera
view. This also prevents accidental entanglement with the cord while
flying. Cable is 5.5 ft long giving you ample length to place your camera
wherever you like!........................................P/N 11-16633............$92.75
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VIRB® ULTRA 30 AVIATION
CAMERA SYSTEM
This best-in-class camera shoots up to
4K/30fps video action to show all your
adventures in crisp, brilliant detail. VIRB
Ultra 30 contains gyro-based motion
sensors to detect camera movements and to
help keep your shot steady, and electronic
image stabilization¹ reduces camera shake
and blur on bumpy flights. The VIRB Ultra
30 Aviation Bundle also includes a prop
filter that helps remove the prop blur from
your videos, and it features a headset audio
cable so you can capture intercom cockpit
chatter and ATC radio while flying. Plus, it’s Bluetooth-equipped, so
it can connect directly to compatible hands-free headsets so you can
narrate your videos. And with the GMA 350c and GMA 245 series of
audio panels, you can capture intercom and ATC radio wirelessly and in
high definition — without the need for the headset audio cable.
North America.
Included:
• VIRB Ultra 30 action camera
• Waterproof case
• Lithium-ion battery
• Charging/data cable
• Flat and curved adhesive mounts
• Standard and vertical mount adapters
• Short and long screws
• Short and long extension arms
• Wrench
• Anti-fog kit
• Garmin VIRB sticker
• Round prop filter¹
• Headset audio cable kit
• Cage with protective lens
• Documentation.........................................P/N 11-14839..........$499.99

GARMIN VIRB ACCESSORIES
Description
Part No. Price
Garmin Virb Headset Audio Cable
11-12660 $49.99
Gamrin Virb Prop Filter
11-12659 $49.99
Pilot USA Virb To Dual Ga Headset Recording Adapter 11-12270 $45.50
Pilot USA Virb Video Adapter USB To Helicopter Ga 11-12271 $59.85
Garmin Pilot App Pro Unlock W/ Safetaxi
13-11867 $152.75
& Geo Ref Charts
Garmin Audio Video Cable
10-05797 $29.50
Garmin Virb Headset Audio Recording Cable
11-12916 $39.50
Garmin Lithium Ion Battery Charger
10-05784 $23.95
Garmin Pilot App (1 year)
13-11866 $79.99
Garmin Virb Car Charger
11-14880 $23.95
Garmin Battery for Virb Elite and Aera 660
11-13264 $29.95

GARMIN VIRB X/XE ACCESSORIES
Description
Garmin Virb® X / XE Headset Audio Cable
Garmin Virb® X / XE Remote Control
Garmin Virb® X / XE Suction Cup Mount
Garmin Virb® X / XE Large Adhesive Base
Camera Hood for Drift and Virb Elite

Part No.
11-13813
11-13814
11-13812
11-13817
11-15045

Price
$48.95
$48.95
$22.95
$23.95
$35.95

CRAZED PILOT AIRCRAFT CAMERA KIT
CRAZEDpilot Action Camera Kit for Aircraft
is the first affordable camera with included
CRAZEDpilot Audio Cable for recording
your ATC communications, tower calls, or
even the intercom chats on your favorite
family trip! Save hundreds of dollars over
competitor cameras, plus this camera
includes all the items needed to record HD
video AND the audio of your next flight at
the same time!
CRAZEDpilot has teamed up with SJCAM
to provide an excellent quality and supported camera with GoPro
compatible mounting tabs which includes every attachment you see in
the product photos including mounts, waterproof case, skeleton case for
use when recording audio, tube mounts (for interior use only), lens cover,
sticky mounts, and even a lens wipe cloth! Great for student pilots or the
person that like to create video memories!
Does not include MicroSD card....................P/N 11-16632..........$189.85
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